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Abstract 
 

Publicly-accessible adaptive systems such as recommender systems present a security problem. Attackers, who 

cannot be readily distinguished from ordinary users, may introduce biased data in an attempt to force the system to 

"adapt" in a manner  advantageous  to  them.  Recent  research  has  begun to examine the vulnerabilities of 

different recommendation techniques. In  this paper, we outline some of  the major issues in  building secure 

recommender systems, concentrating in particular on the modeling of attacks. The paper addresses this new threat 

and  makes  several  contributions. First,  we  introduce  the  notion  of  m-privacy,  which  guarantees  that  the 

anonymized data satisfies a given privacy constraint against any group of up to m colluding data providers. 

Second, we present heuristic algorithms exploiting the equivalence group monotonicity of pri- vacy constraints and 

adaptive ordering techniques for efficiently checking m-privacy given a set of records. Finally, we present a data 

provider-aware anonymization algorithm with adaptive m- privacy checking strategies to ensure high utility and m-

privacy of anonymized data with efficiency. Experiments on real-life datasets suggest that our approach achieves 

better  or  comparable utility  and  efficiency than  existing and  baseline algorithms while  providing m-privacy 

guarantee. 

 

 
Index Ter ms—Recommender systems, personalization, security, attack modeling. 

 

 

1 Introduction 
 
 

Recommendation  systems  are  an  increasingly  important component  of  electronic  commerce  and  other 

information access  systems.  Users  have  come  to  trust  personalization and  recommendation  software  to 

reduce  the  burden  of navigating  large  information  spaces  and  product  catalogs. The  preservation  of  this 

trust  is  important  both  for  users and  site  owners,  and  is  dependent  upon  the  perception  of recommender 

systems as objective, unbiased and accurate. However, because recommendation systems are dependent on external 

sources of  information, such as  user profiles, they are  vulnerable to  attack. If  a  system generates 

recommendations  collaboratively,  that  is  by  user-to-user comparison,  hostile  users  can  generate  bogus 

profiles for the purpose of biasing the system's recommendations for or against certain products. 
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Consider  a  recommender  system  that  identifies books that users  might  like  to  read  using  a  user-based 

collaborative algorithm.   (See    for   the   classic   formulation   of   user- based   collaborative   filtering.)   Alice, 

having  built  up  a profile from previous visits, returns to the system for new recommendations.  Figure  1  shows 

Alice's profile along with that of  seven genuine users. An attacker Eve has inserted profiles (Attack1-5) into 

the  system, all  of  which give high ratings to  her  book labeled Item6. Without the attack profiles, the  most 

similar  user  to  Alice  would  be  Our goal is to publish an anonymized view of the integrated data such that a data 

recipient including the data providers will not be able to compromise the privacy of the individual records provided 

by other parties. Considering different types of malicious users and information they can use in attacks, we identify 

three main categories of attack scenarios. While the first two are addressed in existing work, the last one receives 

little attention and will be the focus of this paper. 
 

 

2. Existing System 
 

We assume the data providers are semi-honest , commonly used in distributed computation setting. They can 

attempt to infer additional information about data coming from other providers by analyzing the data received 

during the  anonymization. A    data  recipient, e.g.  P0,  could be  an  attacker and  attempts to  infer  additional 

information about the records using the published data (T∗) and some background knowl- edge (BK) such as 

publicly available external data.Compared to the attack by the external recipient in the first attack scenario, each 

provider has additional data knowledge of their own records, which can help with the attack. This issue can be 

further worsened when multiple data providers collude with each other. In the social network or recommendation 

setting, a user (having an account herself) may attempt to infer private information about other users using the 

anonymized data or recommendations assisted by some background knowledge and her own account information. 

 alicious users may collude or even create artificial accounts as in a shilling attack 
 

 
The prediction associated with Item6 would be 0.0, essentially  stating   that   Item6   is   likely   to   be   strongly 

disliked by  the  user.  If  the  algorithm used  the  closest 3 users, the system would still be unlikely to recommend 

the item. Eve's attack profiles closely match the profiles of existing users,  so  when  these  profiles  are  in  the 

database,  the Attack1 profile is the most similar one to Alice, and would yield  a  predicted  rating  of  1.0  for 

Item6,  the  opposite  of what would have been predicted without the attack. Taking the  most  similar  3  users  in 

this  small  database  would  not offer  any  defense:  Attack1,  Attack4  and  User3  would  be selected and Item6 

would still be recommended. 
 

 

So, in this example, the attack is successful, and Alice will get Item6 as a  recommendation, regardless of whether 

this  is  really the  best  suggestion  for  her.  She  may  find  the  suggestion inappropriate, or worse, she may take 

the system's advice, buy  the  book,  and  then  be  disappointed  by  the  delivered product. This  paper  identifies 

key  issues for  the  study of  secure recommendation, focusing particularly on the identification of attack models. In 

doing so, we draw particularly on two recent  studies.  O'Mahony  and  his  colleagues  conducted  a  pioneering 

study  on  the  problem  of  the robustness  of  collaborative  recommendation.  The  authors developed  a  formal 

framework  for  analyzing  the vulnerability  of  kNN-based  collaborative  filtering,  and conducted  associated 

experiments  comparing  actual systems to their theoretical model. Lam and Riedl  have also  recently  published 

ome empirical studies of attacks against collaborative algorithms. 
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4 Related Works 
 
 

 
The  research  cited  above  has  concentrated  on recommenders  that  use  collaborative  data  for  making 

recommendations. Another class of recommender system uses algorithms based not on user ratings alone 

but  also information  about  the  items  themselves.  A  content-based recommender,  for  example,  predicts  a 

particular  user's preferences  by  learning  to  classify  items  as  liked  and disliked based on their features and 

the user's feedback; see  for  example. A  knowledge-based recommender reasons about the fit between a user's 

need and the features of available products . 

What  the  kNN  techniques share  is  that  they  base  their predictions on  raw  user  profile  data.  A  variety 

of  model- based recommendation techniques are also well-studied in the  recommender  systems  literature: 

Bayesian networks, association rules, decision trees, and  latent semantic analysis are a few of the techniques 

that have been used. 
 

 

5. Proposed System 
 
 

We consider the collaborative data pub-lishing setting (Figure 1B) with horizontally 

partitioned data across multiple data providers, each contributing a subset of records Ti. As a special case, a data 

provider could be the data owner itself who is contributing its own records. This is a very common scenario in 

social networking and recommendation systems. Our goal is to publish an anonymized view of the integrated data 

such that a data recipient including the data providers will not be able to compromise the privacy of the individual 

records provided by other parties. 
 
 
 

 Item1 Item2 Item3 Item4 Item5 Item6 Correlation w. 
Alice Alice 1.0 0.2 0.6 0.6  ?  

User1 0.2  0.8  0.8 0.2 -1 
User2 0.2 0.0 0.6  0.2 0.2 0.33 
User3 0.8 0.2 0.6 0.6  0.0 0.97 
User4 0.6 0.5 0.5  0.5 0.2 0.87 
User5  0.6  0.5 0.5 0.2 -1 
User6 0.4 0.4  0.5 0.5 0.2 0.0 
User7  1.0  0.2 1.0 0.0 -1 
Attack1 1.0 0.2 0.6 0.6  1.0 1.0 
Attack2 0.2  0.2  0.8 1.0 NaN 
Attack3 0.2 0.0 0.6  0.2 1.0 0.33 
Attack4 0.8 0.2 0.6 0.6  1.0 0.97 
Attack5 0.4 0.4  0.5 0.5 1.0 0.65 

Figure 1. A push attack favoring Item6. 
 
server logs are examined for link traversal and dwell time and continuously-valued ratings derived from this analysis, 

and as a result, negative ratings are not available. We may infer that if page A got less attention than page B that page B  

is  liked more,   but  not  necessarily    that  page  A  was disliked.   Web  usage  mining   has  been  studied  as  the 

underlying  framework   for a  whole   class of Web personalization  systems   that  take  users’   navigational activity 

锉nto account to generate recommendations  or create adaptive content. 
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We introduce a simple and general algorithm based on the Binary Space Partitioning (BSP) (Algorithm 2). Similar 

to the Mondrian algorithm, which is also an example of BSP algorithms, it recursively chooses an attribute to split 

data points in the multidimensional domain space until the data cannot be split any further while satisfying 

m-privacy w.r.t. C. However, the algorithm has three novel features: 1) it takes into account the data provider as an 

additional dimension for splitting; 2) it uses the privacy fitness score as a general scoring metric for selecting the 

split point; 3) it adapts its m-privacy verification strategy for efficient verification. The pseudo code for our 

provider-aware anonymization algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. We describe the algorithm details with respect 

to the novel features below. 
 

 
 

6 Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we considered a new type of potential at- tackers in collaborative data publishing – a coalition of data 

providers, called m-adversary. To prevent privacy disclosure by any m-adversary we showed that guaranteeing 

m-privacy is enough. We presented heuristic algorithms exploiting equiv- alence group monotonicity of privacy 

constraints  and  adaptive  ordering  techniques  for  efficiently  checking  m-privacy.  We  introduced  also  a 

provider-aware anonymization algorithm with adaptive m-privacy checking strategies to ensure high utility and 

m-privacy of anonymized data. Our experiments confirmed that our approach achieves better or comparable utility 

than existing algorithms while ensuring m-privacy efficiently. 

 

Recent  research  has   established  the   vulnerabilities  of   the most  common  collaborative  recommendation 

algorithms. This   paper   has   outlined   some   of   the   important   issues   for continuing research in secure 

recommender systems: attack models, algorithms, data sources, profiling techniques, detection and response, and 

evaluation. It is clear that this will be a fruitful area of research for some time. 
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